Simply Smarter Workplace
Elevate your workdays with smarter
technology that is simple to use.

The Shift to Smarter
Smart technologies have simplified our lives at home. We speak to digital assistants and control our
environments from our mobile devices. But, in general, that’s not yet the office experience. Technology in
the workplace should be as responsive, and Sharp can help you get there.

The universal need to share information has been challenged by the new normal and the emergence of
a distributed workforce. Adopting smarter technologies can address hybrid employee needs today and
continue to propel your workforce in the future.

Smarter Security
Secure company data in and
out of the office

Smarter Signage
Engage employees,
customers and visitors

Smarter Reception
Enable safer, simpler
visitor engagement
and wayfinding

Smarter Document
Workflows
Simplify print, scan and
copy with mobile app and
voice-controlled MFPs

Smarter Collaboration
Accelerate communications
between hybrid office workers
during impromptu and
scheduled meetings

Smarter Energy
Leverage IoT sensors
toward smart-building
solutions

Smarter Meeting Rooms
Improve collaboration and
productivity

Simplify the
Work Experience
It starts with a plan.
Create a smart office your way by teaming up with us. We begin with an
assessment to identify opportunities to promote safety, collaboration,
efficiency and security. Then, we’ll work together to build your ideal
version of a smart workplace.

Safety
Identify methods to automate health
screening and reporting, and limit staff
and visitor exposure with an improved
reception experience.

Collaboration
Uncover opportunities to improve the
way employees communicate, conduct
meetings and share information—in or
away from the office.

Efficiency
Simplify the management of your
copiers and printers to curb expenses;
digitize paperwork to improve file
access and processes.

Security
Get proactive IT support and pinpoint
network vulnerabilities to help prevent
unauthorized access and data loss.

Safety
Technology for a safer welcome and to help limit staff
and guest exposure.
Touchless Temperature Screening
Deliver a smart, fast and reliable
self-screening and check-in experience in your
reception area with LivMoteTM.

Live, Virtual Reception
Greet guests remotely and staff key locations
without having an employee on site. Leverage
a brilliant, large format professional display,
soundbar and high-resolution camera to provide
the next best thing to face-to-face interaction.

“Touch-Free” Copiers
Limit contact with high-touch surfaces of shared
office equipment. Use Amazon Alexa voice-first
interaction or Synappx™ Go on a smartphone to
print, copy and scan.

Touchpoint Tracking
Synappx Go offers a “Check In” feature with NFC
tags to help track employee traffic in common
work areas such as conference rooms and
breakrooms.

Bring the Office Home
Work from anywhere with
technology from Sharp.
Remain productive and
protected with laptops
and accessories, monitors,
desktop printers and
optional security and
remote monitoring.

Collaboration
Enhance the way you
communicate using
state-of-the-art technology.
Collaboration Displays
Conduct intuitive meetings on the AQUOS
BOARD® interactive display. Share screens, send
files to and from mobile devices and collaborate
on the responsive touchscreen with up to four
people writing at once.
The Windows collaboration display from Sharp
(WCD) includes a built-in four-microphone array
for outstanding audio, 4K camera and wireless
casting. The WCD is Skype for Business certified
and works seamlessly with Microsoft 365 including
Teams. Plug and play using its USB-C connector
to quickly display content. Synappx WorkSpaces
collects data from the built-in IoT sensor to
provide analytics, helping management make
informed decisions to optimize meeting spaces.

Professional Displays
Communicate ever-changing information on
full-HD Sharp displays, built for 24/7 commercial
use and available in a wide range of sizes. What’s
more, video walls can make a big impact in
spacious areas.

Laptops
Dynabook laptops have their own proprietary
BIOS and undergo rigorous pre-production testing,
including military grade tests (MIL-STD810G).
They can be built to order to meet your specific
requirements so you always work productively,
from anywhere.

Unified Communications
Help your team connect over a unified
communications platform for voice, chat, text/SMS,
email, fax and video conferencing.

Digital Meeting Assistant
Synappx Meeting software connects all
components needed to start a meeting with just
one click and manages time with the countdown
feature. It can disconnect technologies used at
the end of the meeting, before you jump into your
next one.

Copiers and Printers
Increase workflow efficiency whether at home or
in the office with Sharp high-performance copiers
and printers. Models offer exceptional image
quality, integrated security and are easy to use and
maintain.

Efficiency
Stay agile by simplifying your
print environment and document
processes.
Simplified Device Management
Need toner? Maintenance? Sharp already knows!
Keep your print devices running at the level you’d
expect with Machine Intelligence Call Assistance
System (MICAS). MICAS, a free Sharp-engineered
service application automates meter collection,
service alerts and toner replenishment to increase
uptime.

Increase Efficiency and
Support with Managed Print
Services (MPS)

MPS can reduce print
spending
1

up to 30%

Pepperdine University

6 Campuses

with controlled print
spending

Community Health Network
1

Saved $1M

over a five-year span

Major City in California

50% Savings

when switching MPS
providers

Control Print Usage
Shrink your printer count/footprint and costs by
implementing eco-friendly printing policies to
consume less paper and save on toner. Advanced
print management software, such as PaperCut™,
can facilitate billing, accounting, secure print
release and activity tracking.

Managed Print Services
A dedicated team to manage and analyze your
print environment to keep costs low, increase
equipment uptime and improve efficiency.
Understand your true cost of printing and receive
a predictable invoice from a single vendor.

Digitized Documents and Workflow
Stop the paper chase with advanced software that
digitizes paperwork, automates manual processes
and manages content in one location. This
solution makes it possible to increase document
accessibility, decrease errors, improve compliance
and speed up decision making across teams.

of small and medium
sized businesses
partnering with a
Managed Service
Provider have reduced
cybersecurity risk.2

Security
IT support to oversee your infrastructure with monitoring, threat
mitigation, compliance data reporting, data backup and more.
Desktop Security
From desktop remote monitoring and dark web
protection to training and password management,
help detect issues before a system failure arises.
Email and DNS protection helps thwart advanced
threats like ransomware and phishing.

Security-First
Copiers and
Printers

Server Security
From server monitoring and spyware protection
to real-time analysis of security alerts, you need a
proper line of defense to help stop attacks before
they hit your network.

Network Security
Using security information and event management
(SIEM) technology, experts can analyze and
correlate information to help identify and
remediate threats like policy violations, fraudulent
activity and security configuration gaps.

Help Desk Support
When a computer issue arises, certified
technicians can quickly and efficiently provide
support to get you up and running as fast as
possible.

Stay ahead of malicious intruders
with leading-edge security features.
 Firmware attack prevention and recovery
 Whitelisting capability
 Confidential printing
 Active Directory trusted device status
 End-of-lease feature to erase data upon return

Start your journey to a Simply
Smarter Workplace today.

Contact us to request a technology assessment.

1. How to Select a Managed Print Services Provider, Gartner, 2018, 2. The Evolving Cybersecurity Threat for SMBs and How MSPs Can Mitigate the Risk, 2020.
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